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Bank Ordering Process (with ATM Dashboards) 

Bank branches will use Branch Requisitions when entering Orders and Shipments 

(deposits) into the C3 Financial application.  

 

C3 Financial will provide “Guidance” for cash orders and deposits by denomination and 

help each branch maintain appropriate levels of cash by denomination. 

 

It is extremely important to record transactions in C3 Financial on the day in which they 

occur. Otherwise, usage will be calculated incorrectly which will result in incorrect 

“Guidance.” 

 

Ordering for Branch and ATM 

When ordering for a Branch and ATM you will place an order on the Branch dashboard then the 

ATM dashboard following the standard “Submitting Orders” process on each dashboard. For 

Instructions on entering orders/deposits please reference the “C3 Financial Document Ordering 

Processing Guide”. When your order arrives at the branch it will include the cash order for the 

ATM. Moving the cash to the ATM can either be done the same day or on a later day. Follow 

the appropriate steps below:  

Transfer made to ATM - Same day 

If you transfer the ATM order to the ATM the same day the cash arrives you fulfill the order on 

the branch dashboard for only the branch order amount (not including the ATM order) and you 

fulfill the order on the ATM Dashboard for what the ATM ordered.  
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1. When your order arrives at the branch, Login to C3 Financial and go to Branch 

Requisitions.  

2. Choose the Dashboard you need to fulfill the Requisition for. (You should fulfill the 

branch order then the ATM order).Click on “Edit” in the action section of the 

corresponding order. (You must update each requisition individually). 

3. Click the “Fulfill” option button in the Requisition Status section. 

 

 

 

4. Verify the fulfill date is the date the order arrived at the Branch and ATM 

5. Verify and make any needed changes to the fulfilled amount. The fulfilled amount for the 

branch should be the total amount of cash that arrived at the branch less what you transfer 

to the ATM the same day. The fulfill amount for the ATM should be what you 

transferred from the order that arrived at the branch into the ATM.  

6. Note any discrepancies between the requested amount and fulfilled amount.   

7. Click Save (Fulfill) this will record the order in your branch activity.  
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• Repeat the steps for the ATM Dashboard 

 

Transfer made to ATM - later date 

If you do not move the ATM order to the ATM the same day the cash arrives you fulfill the 

order on the branch dashboard for the entire amount received (branch cash and ATM cash).  On 

the day you transfer the cash to the ATM you create and fulfill a Deposit on the branch 

dashboard for the amount you transfer to the ATM and you fulfill the Order on the ATM 

dashboard for the amount transferred. 
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1. When your order arrives at the branch Login to C3 Financial and go to Branch Requisitions.  

2. Choose the Dashboard you need to fulfill the Requisition for.  

3. Click on “Edit” in the action section of the corresponding order.  

 

4. Click the “Fulfill” option button in the Requisition Status section. 

5. Verify the fulfill date it the date the order arrived or was transferred. 

6. Update fulfill amount for the total amount your branch received including the ATM order. 

This should be the total amount that was added to your vault. 

7. Note any discrepancies between the requested amount and fulfilled amount, including the 

ATM order.   

8. Click Save (Fulfill) this will record the order in your branch activit 

9. When you are ready to transfer money to your ATM login to C3 Financial and click on 

Branch Requisitions. 

10. Choose the Branch Dashboard from the dropdown menu. 

11. Click on “Add New Requisition”. 

12. Change the radio button to “Deposit” type.  

13. Change the Service Interval “From” and “To” date to the current date. 

14. Click the “Fulfill” option button in the Requisition Status section 

15. Change the Fulfill date to the current date. 

16. Fill in what you are transferring to the ATM in the fulfilled column. 

17. Click Save (Fulfill) this will record the order in your branch activity. 

18. Return to Branch Requisitions and choose the ATM Dashboard from the dropdown. 

19. Click on “Edit” in the action section of the corresponding order. 

20. Click the “Fulfill” option button in the Requisition Status section. 

21. Verify the fulfill date it the date the money was transferred to the ATM. 

22. Update fulfill amount for the total amount you transferred to the ATM order. This should 

match the deposit you made on the branch. 
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23. Note any discrepancies between the requested amount and fulfilled amount, including the 

ATM order.   

24. Click Save (Fulfill) this will record the order in your branch activity. 

 

Please note the sequential order of the steps, which is pertinent for receiving accurate 

guidance. 

 
 


